
ESTABLISH A ROUTINE

Routines and daily schedules help young children know what to expect. It’s important to

stick to a routine in which the same activities occur at the same time each day. Examples

of these activities include waking up, eating meals, brushing teeth, taking a bath, choosing

clothes for the next morning, story time, and bedtime. Routines also help kids establish a

sense of self-discipline which is an important life skill to introduce early on. For many kids,

having visual cues on a chart can be a helpful and predictable reminder of what happens

next. While you should try to follow a routine, allow for some flexibility so your child

learns to adapt to change.

In a typical school day, kids follow a carefully planned routine from time they arrive to the

time they are dismissed. They listen to announcements and eat lunch at the same time

each day, learn subjects in a specific order, switch classes when the bell rings, put their

materials away after using them, and obey classroom rules that have clear consequences.

This structure not only makes for a positive learning environment, but allows kids to

change from one activity to the next while practicing and learning good behavior. 

Whether or not your child struggles with learning differences, social or behavioral

challenges, creating structure at home will help ease daily life, reduce meltdowns, and

improve the relationship you have with your child. Below are some helpful tips for

creating structure at home.
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MAKE A SET OF HOUSE RULES

Insist that all family members adhere to them in order to foster respect for one another

and create order. Rules exist everywhere in society and creating an understanding of rules

helps children follow them in different places outside the home. Consider posting the rules

in a place where everybody sees them. 



Ultimately, kids need and want structure from their parents even if comes with some form

of protest. Structure helps create a sense of security while instilling the discipline that is

needed for kids to handle their own lives and develop into secure, happy adults. If parents

consistently practice these guidelines, everyone in the family will reap the rewards.
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RESPOND CONSISTENTLY

Consistency means that parents respond to their child’s behavior in the same manner

every time. It’s natural for kids to explore their boundaries, but you’ll have more success

gaining control by using the same consequences for bad behavior such as ignoring them,

implementing a time-out, or taking away a privilege. Likewise, be sure to consistently

acknowledge and praise good behaviors such as sharing and cleaning up to reinforce their

recurrence. Following through on your end is essential whether you are trying to curb

negative behavior or reinforce positive behavior. Sometimes the biggest challenge is

getting both parents to follow the same approach, but being united eliminates any

confusion for your child.

ASSIGN CHORES

Chores are an excellent way to begin “scaffolding” your child’s abilities and confidence.

Young children should be given the opportunity to complete tasks that contribute to the

success of the household. Little jobs like putting their clothes in a drawer or feeding an

animal give kids a sense of pride while instilling responsibility and problem-solving skills.

Keep a chore list that allows your child to check off which chores have been completed

and which ones still need to get done.

MAKE AGE APPROPRIATE ADJUSTMENTS

Schedules and rules are great, but be sure you’re not expecting too much from little kids

or not enough for older ones. Introduce a few rules to toddlers and keep adding to them

as they grow. As kids get older, schedules should include planned homework time,

planned video game time, later bedtimes, etc. Consequences will also need to change and

can slowly begin to involve things like missing out on activities with friends if they are not

meeting their end of the bargain.  The same applies to chores which should become more

complicated with age. By age five, kids should be able to make their own beds, clear their

spot at the table, and prepare their own snacks.

KEEP IT POSITIVE

When kids are constantly being corrected or punished, they can lose confidence as well

as the desire to perform. Positive interaction, rewards and affection go a long way in

shaping a child’s behavior and providing an environment that is enjoyable to live in.

Rewards are a great way to increase self-esteem while reinforcing good behavior. You can

improve the bond you have with your child by giving them social rewards such as

affection, praise, and special time with you like playing a game or going to the park.


